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One afternoon in 1975, a young photographer named Hugh Holland drove up Laurel Canyon
Boulevard in Los Angeles and encountered skateboarders carving up the drainage ditches
along the side of the canyon. Immediately transfixed by their grace and athleticism, he knew he
had found an amazing subject. Although not a skateboarder himself, for the next three years
Holland never tired of documenting skateboarders surfing the streets of Los Angeles, parts of
the San Fernando Valley, Venice Beach, and as far away as San Francisco and Baja California,
Mexico. During the mid-1970s, Southern California was experiencing a serious drought, leaving
an abundance of empty swimming pools available for trespassing skateboarders to practice
their tricks. From these suburban backyard haunts to the asphalt streets that connected them,
this was the place that created the legendary Dogtown and Z-Boys skateboarders. With their
requisite bleached blonde hair, tanned bodies, tube socks and Vans, these young outsiders are
masterfully captured against a sometimes harsh but always sunny Southern California
landscape in LOCALS ONLY. LOCALS ONLY features more than 120 beautiful color images plus
a Q+A format interview with the artist.

"'Locals Only' is a celebration of youth. Muscles, wiry bodies, long, tangled hair. A kid might have
been in one of the most awkward stages of adolescence, but when he was sailing around an
empty pool, Holland reminds us, he was something else entirely. He was perfection." —Los
Angeles Times"Photographer Hug Holland's book captures the short shorts, big hair, and sick
tricks that defined Southern California's '70s skateboard culture." —Men's Journal"[Hugh]
Holland immortalized the brash riders with his camera. Nearly four decades later, the fruits of his
work are collected in 'Locals Only,' a book infused with nostalgia for the birth of a sport and the
exuberance of a youth culture. ... The book may be a snapshot of an era long passed, but the
photos of young skaters in long haircuts and Vans feel as timely as ever." —ESPN
Magazine"Skateboards, sweatbands, streetwear and other relics of the '70s are perfectly
preserved in Holland's action shots of rail-riding teens." —Time Out New York"Hugh Holland's
1970s photographs of kids and teens skateboarding in empty swimming pools and boardwalks
in Southern California are a perfect snapshot of the wild, frenetic energy of that era."
―LAist.comAbout the AuthorSteve Crist has edited and created numerous art and photography
books including The Polaroid Book, Marilyn by Andre de Dienes, Jazzlife and Steve McQueen
by William Claxton, and The Curse of Lono by Hunter S. Thompson and Ralph Steadman. In
2006, he created and published the internationally successful Gonzo by Hunter S. Thompson.
Steve is the Publisher of AMMO Books, and is currently in production with Todd Oldham on
Charley Harper - An Illustrated Life, and Lulu by Lulu de Kwiatkowski. He lives in Los Angeles.
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LeRoy Grannis: Surf Photography of the 1960s and 1970s Skate the World: Photographing One
World of Skateboarding Surf Shack: Laid-Back Living by the Water DogTown: The Legend of the
Z-Boys
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Randall Sorensen, “I enjoyed this book, but.... Overall, I enjoyed this book. Most of the vintage
photos put a smile on my face. However, there are a few things that could have been done better.
As the old saying goes, "If something is worth doing, it is worth doing right."I love all kinds of
photographs. Nude, simi-nude, or fully clothed, whatever they are I love them all. Modern
photographs have the advantage of "state of the art technology," but there is something special
about vintage photography. Some of them have a character that is missing in modern
photographs. It could be that vintage photographs have the power to cause us to become
reminiscent. Remembering "The Good Old Days," when life was simple and carefree, is good for
the soul. The beautiful subjects of this book certainly display a wonderful carefree existence.
This is what makes this book attractive and refreshing.My biggest pet peeve about this book is
reflected in some of the photographs. There were two issues that I find very irritating. A couple of
images were cut in half by the crease in the binding. It would have been better if these images
covered one full page, (leaving the entire photograph intact) instead of making them cover two
pages. To me, this totally disrespects the image. (It literally takes a quality image and ruins it). It
never adds quality to the photograph. Quality is always sacrificed. This practice might save
printing costs, but it severly damages the image.The next issue is, in my opinion, the fault of the
photographer. Poor lighting caused a couple of images to show no facial features. Instead, what
we are left with, are faces, and bodies, that only appear as a dark shadow.If more care were
taken, both of these issues could have been avoided. I would have gladly paid more for a book
that did not contain these issues.Despite my criticism, is this book still worth buying? The
answer is, "yes." In fact, I might buy it again, and give it as a gift to a friend. Most of the
photographs are displayed in an appealing way and the price makes it worthwhile. This book has
an appeal for those who love photography.If I had created this book I would have certainly done
things differently. The two issues mentioned above would not have been my issues. My precious
photographs would have been displayed in a very respectful manor. Each photograph would
have reflected the quality it deserves.”

E. Lamoureaux, “Life in 70s SoCal was amazing. I absolutely adore this book and the work of
Hugh Holland. These amazing images take me right back to everything that was the best about
being young in Southern California in the 1970s. If you like skating, the 70s, or excellent
photography, you will love this book.”

Xojar, “An Amazing Work. This has to be one of the best volumes of photographic work
published over the last twenty years. It perfectly captures the essence of an era that we will
never see again, and it does so from inside the core of that experience.This volume conveys the
philosophy of an age that, like fine wine, has become more precious over time.Many
photographers, especially in the area of sports, are distant and aloof from their subjects. Hugh



Holland, on the other hand, sweeps the viewer off his feet and takes him along for the adventure
with him. That is the magical aspect of his images.In an essay I just read online today, an
editorial refers to Holland's work as capturing "The Lost Art of Living". Read this to fill in all that I
would have loved to have said myself:[...].”

Quinn, “perfect. This arrived ahead of schedule and in perfect condition. Great book, fantastic
photography.”

Alex King, “Great Christmas gift for your skateboarder. Book for young folks, they loved it”

Candace Winfrey, “Gift for my 70's skateboarder. I bought this for my boyfriend who skated in the
70's and still skates now! He absolutely loved it. The pictures are amazing! It brought back a lot
of good memories”

Dan Miller, “70s SoCal in pictures.. Lovely coffee table book, superb photos which capture the
essence of 1970s California. Worth flicking through on those dark, winter evenings!”

Ebook Library Reader, “the 70s. a period of skateboarding history that is some what overlooked”

Alex, “Lovely book. Lovely book”

A. B. Wigginton, “Nice book, but ........... Nice book, but vertical format caused too many
horizontal photos to be split over two pages. Text was a little small for my elderly eyesight. in
spite of these - elderly(?) - grouches, a great evocation of the period and scene.”

Sean Rooney, “Another 'gotta have it' skate book.. Excellent condition, doesn't look used.Posted
on time, no problems.Book itself is great, classic 70's Cali photos. Sun and pools.”

The book by Graydon Carter has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 391 people have provided feedback.
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